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GOVERNMENT

New Compensation
Disclosures Coming
By Stephen Barlas
A new rule from the Securities & Exchange Commission
(SEC) upgrades its disclosure requirements related to
compensation consultants and requires, for the first
time, that board compensation committee members be
independent. The rule implements Section 952 of the
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010, which adds Section 10C to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The SEC is supposed to issue
a final rule by late July. Section 10C of Dodd-Frank
requires the Commission to adopt rules directing the
national securities exchanges to adopt rules, to be
approved by the SEC, ensuring all compensation committee members are independent.
Regulation S-K requires companies to disclose in the
annual report any decisions the compensation committee makes about the hiring of consultants where potential conflicts of interest were discussed. But Dodd-Frank
makes two changes to Item 407 disclosures. First, companies will have to report details about a compensation
consultant’s work for the company on such things as
broad-based pension plans and where they have purchased noncustomized salary data from another consulting firm. Second, companies will also have to note in the
annual report when a consultant is paid for any consulting not related to compensation. Regulation S-K provides an exemption when those fees are less than
$120,000 in the past year.
David Hirschmann, president of the Center for Capital Markets Competitiveness at the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, said, “The current exceptions exist because
there is no real potential for a conflict of interest if a

consultant provides advice on broad-based plans or noncustomized benchmark data. Many compensation consultants are small boutique firms who do not have their
own comprehensive databases and have to get them,
sometimes from multiple sources, from larger consulting
firms...It would be neither useful nor helpful to an
investor to understand the source of all of this data.”
Apart from the elimination of disclosure exemptions,
the final rule’s main change is that compensation committee members must be independent, which the
exchanges generally require already. Companies will have
to use at least two “relevant factors” established by
Dodd-Frank in making that decision, but they will have
plenty of leeway. Compensation consultants don’t have
to be independent, but a company has to use at least five
factors in assessing whether there are any potential conflicts and then disclose them.
Some corporate governance advocates, including Kurt
Schacht, managing director, CFA Institute Standards and
Financial Market Integrity Division, think the SEC
should dictate that consultants be independent, too, even
though Dodd-Frank doesn’t require that. If the SEC
decides against that, Schacht says, the agency should at a
minimum mandate enhanced disclosure, including the
disclosure of any personal or business relationships
between a compensation adviser and a company or that
company’s management.

LETTERS

Troubling Points
My letter to you is in reaction to an article in the March 2011
issue of Strategic Finance concerning ethics and Ernst & Young’s
audit of Lehman Brothers [Ethics: “Did Ernst & Young Really Assist
Financial Fraud?]. I agree that accountants face difficult ethical
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issues from time to time and certainly agree with the author’s theme
of “doing the right thing.” However, there are a couple of points in
the article that trouble me.
Substance-Over-Form
The lead-in to the article states “These [Repo 105] transactions were
characterized as sales of assets and created a misleading picture of
Lehman’s financial position during the financial meltdown.” Later in
the article, the author states that “E&Y didn’t require the financial
statements to reflect economic substance rather than just legal
form.” My understanding from articles in the financial press is that
legally those transactions were sales (this would be true of typical
repurchase agreements). However, at the same time as the sale of
the assets, Lehman entered into an agreement to purchase identical
types of securities from the buyer at a later date. I believe valid arguments can be made that such transactions should be accounted for
as borrowings and valid arguments can be made to account for such
transactions as sales (and to account separately for the repurchase
obligation). In fact, standards setters (both the FASB and IASB) at
some points in their deliberations were of the mind that all such
transactions, regardless of collateral, should be accounted for as
sales. The argument for treating “repos” as a sale is that after the
sale of the securities, an entity with a repurchase obligation is in
exactly the same economic position as an entity with a purchase
obligation (that is, a forward contract that would be a derivative) that
had never owned the underlying securities. In other words, to reflect
the repurchase transaction as a borrowing would cause two entities
with exactly the same economic obligation to report dramatically different liabilities. However, primarily to accommodate previously existing practice, the FASB concluded in Statement 125 (the predecessor
to Statement 140) to require borrowing accounting for repurchase
agreements that met certain conditions—one condition being adequate collateral. Since the Lehman bankruptcy, the FASB has amended the disclosure requirements for transactions such as Repo 105 and
is in the process of amending the accounting for such transactions (to
make the Repo 105 transaction a borrowing for financial reporting
purposes).
Consequently, I disagree with the implication within the article
that any accountant would conclude that, in substance, the Repo
105 transactions were borrowings. I believe that the Repo 105
transactions are a good example of (1) why we need a certain
degree of specificity in GAAP and (2) why most “substance-overform” debates are misguided. I believe the legal form of a transaction is an aspect of any transaction that needs to be examined and
considered when concluding on the substance and appropriate
financial reporting for a transaction. I do not believe it is a matter of
deciding to follow the substance of a transaction versus following
the form of a transaction. As has been demonstrated time and again
in topics addressed by the standard setters, the “substance” of a
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transaction can be the subject of legitimate debate. As an aside, the
article references AU 411.06 of the auditing standards when discussing substance-over-form. AU Section 411 was withdrawn by the
Auditing Standards Board when the FASB incorporated the GAAP
hierarchy into its literature with Statement 162.
True and Fair View
The author also hypothesizes that perhaps if Ernst & Young had been
subject to a requirement to report whether the financial statements
present a “true and fair view” of Lehman, it would not have allowed
Lehman to report the Repo 105 transactions as sales. Given that fairminded accountants can disagree over the financial reporting for a
variety of transactions, do we really want a system in which entities
(with the agreement of their auditors) can choose to ignore an
accounting standard with which they disagree? Think about accounting for pensions, income taxes, derivatives, and so forth. I believe
allowing a true and fair view audit report could be chaos. I have
been told that the true and fair view is not often used to override
GAAP in countries in which it is allowed. However, I will point to one
situation in which it was used that I believe illustrates my point. In
early 2008, Société Générale, a global bank based in France,
announced a multi-billion dollar loss caused by unauthorized trading
by an employee. When reporting its results of operations for 2007,
Société Générale recognized all of the losses it suffered as a result of
the unauthorized trading—including losses that occurred in January
2008. The auditors (two Big 4 accounting firms), presumably using a
true and fair view thought process, concurred with Société Générale
reporting in 2007 substantial losses incurred in 2008. I fail to see
how this is an improvement in financial reporting.
Accounting for Repo Transactions
The article states, “If the transferor receives collateral to secure the
transaction at less than 102% of the amount transferred, then SFAS
No. 140 concludes no real sale has taken place.” In fact, Statement
140 concludes just the opposite. Insufficient collateral from the
transferor’s perspective, not excess collateral, can result in a repurchase agreement being reported as a sale. I believe that “Repo
105” referred to the fact that Lehman transferred assets with a
value of $105 in exchange for $100 in cash and a repurchase agreement (which presumably had a fair value to Lehman of $5). In other
words, Lehman did not receive sufficient collateral (cash) to meet
the collateral condition in Statement 140 for borrowing accounting.
There are other conditions that must be considered to determine
whether a transfer of financial assets should be accounted for as a
sale. I do not know if the Repo 105 transactions met those other
conditions.
Regards,
Richard R. Petersen
Financial Reporting Advisors, LLC

Some members
of IMA’s Global
Board of Directors
enjoy a quick
break from the
Conference.
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Education, Networking
Top IMA® Annual
Conference & Exposition
“Log Off and Get Connected” was the theme of IMA’s
92nd Annual Conference & Exposition, June 4-8, 2011,
at the Hilton Bonnet Creek Hotel in Orlando, Fla., and
members and their guests did just that. Attended by
accountants and financial professionals from across the
United States and around the world, the event featured
dozens of educational sessions, workshops, and networking opportunities facilitated by prominent speakers in
business and academia. Through them, participants
could clearly see the important role management
accountants play in business and society.
For example, Clark Jones, vice president of finance for
global sales and marketing at Walt Disney Parks &
Resorts, discussed the collaboration between creativity
and sound financial decision making to make the Disney
dream come true. Paula Marshall, CEO of the Bama
Companies, showed attendees that no matter what
obstacle they encounter, there is always a way to reignite
the spark to find renewed energy.
Sam Antar, convicted felon, former CPA, and former
CFO of Crazy Eddie, intrigued the room with his stories
about white collar crime and the structure of white colSam Antar offers insight on
white collar crime and the
fraud triangle.

lar conspiracies. He taught listeners how to identify
fraud and accounting irregularities in plain sight.
In other sessions, speakers talked about focusing your
energy and pursuing your mission, be it personal or professional. Cathy Smith, senior vice president of strategy
and CFO, Walmart International, discussed her career
path and how her decisions brought her to her current
role. She shared some of her perspectives that she lives
by and her thoughts for continued success. Carol Grace
Anderson, speaker and author, Anderson Programs LLC,
taught attendees how to work longer and leaner without
burning out. She explained different ways to take action
in a redefined way.
Highlights and Special Events

As it does every year, the Conference provided numerous
opportunities to celebrate and reward the many distinguished IMA contributors. At the Annual Dinner, chapters and individuals received awards for their accomplishments during the year. Top winners of this year’s
c ont inue d on p. 24
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Chapter Competition were PeninsulaUniversal Studios…informative, yet
Palo Alto in the Stevenson Division
informal networking experiences that
and Cleveland East in the Warner
allowed attendees to learn, discuss,
Division. South Central Indiana took
and exchange valuable information
the Chair’s Award (formerly the
among their peers.
Presidents’ Award). The dinner conAnd there were some other special
cluded with the inauguration of
moments:
Brian L. McGuire, Ph.D., CMA,
At the Annual Dinner, Brian
CPA, CBM, CITP, as IMA Chair for
McGuire presented his father, Frank
2011-2012.
McGuire, with a certificate honoring
Earlier in the week, the CMA
Frank’s 50 years as an IMA member.
Recognition Dinner celebrated the
Also, incoming SCMS President
Sandra B. Richtermeyer, 2010–2011 IMA Mark Romboli and his family were
CMA® (Certified Management
Chair, hands over the reins to Brian
Accountant) program and honored
introduced. The Stuart Cameron
McGuire, IMA Chair for 2011–2012.
the winners of the Examination
McLeod Society is a prestigious orgaAwards and the ICMA Board of
nization that honors service to IMA
Regents Chapter Awards. The Annual Meeting of Memand presents scholarships as part of its activities. IMA
bers highlighted IMA’s accomplishments during the year,
President and CEO Jeff Thomson was inducted into
discussed the future, and honored the IMA Global Board
SCMS this year.
of Directors and committee members.
Another special event was the IMA Women’s LeaderSave the Date
ship Forum, which encouraged all members to become
Save the date for IMA’s 93rd Annual Conference &
increasingly more involved in IMA leadership activities
Exposition to be held June 23-27, 2012, at the Mandalay Bay
and help advance the global profession of accounting
Resort & Casino in Las Vegas, Nev.
and finance. Women are the majority of new entrants
into the accounting profession, and this forum focused
We look forward to having you join us next June in Las Vegas,
on promoting increased engagement of women in IMA
where IMA will continue its tradition of bringing you the knowlprograms and initiatives through networking, leadership
edge, skills, and strategies that help enhance your professional
activities, advocacy, and education.
profile, create influence, and add value to your organization.
Other highlights included the Brown Bag Discussion
Lunch and the Networking Reception and Dinner at
Call for Sessions
IMA is currently seeking presenters and program ideas for the
Conference, and we invite you to share your ideas and expertise by submitting through our Call for Sessions. Multiple submissions are welcome. For more information, please visit
www.imaconference.org. The deadline for submissions is
August 31, 2011.

Future IMA Conferences
12th Annual Student Leadership Conference
November 10-12, 2011, Cincinnati, Ohio
Speaker and committee member Carlos Chavez enjoys the
company of IMA Mouseketeers.
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Hilton Cincinnati Netherland Plaza

Exhibitor & Sponsor Roster
IMA thanks the following exhibitors and sponsors for their support of our 92nd Annual Conference & Exposition.

Adaptive Planning www.adaptiveplanning.com (800) 303-6346

Alight Planning www.alightplanning.com (530) 622-5485

American Society of Women Accountants www.aswa.org (703) 506-3265

AXA Distributors LLC www.axa-equitable.com (212) 314-3332

BlackLine Systems www.blackline.com (877) 777-7750

CCH, a Wolters Kluwer Business www.cch.com (800) 739-9998

Chesapeake Systems Solutions www.chessys.com (410) 356-6805

Geico www.geico.com (800) 861-8380

Gleim www.gleim.com (800) 874-5346

Insperity www.insperity.com (800) 237-3170

Ledgent www.ledgent.com (866) 702-6670

MARSH/ING www.personal-plans.com/imanet/welcome.do (800) 448-3436

NetSuite www.netsuite.com (650) 627-1000

SmartPros www.smartpros.com (914) 517-1121

The Graduate School www.graduateschool.edu (888) 744-GRAD

WebFilings www.webfilings.com (888) 275-3125

Wiley www.wiley.com (877) 762-2974
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